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Dutch originals
Four important questions 

Are you becoming more conscious about the origins of the products you buy or use?

Do you want your products to be produced fairly, preferably somewhere close to home? 

Are you unwilling to make compromises in quality, but do not want to pay over the odds?

Do you prefer reliable products over fringe? 

Four important questions and four good reasons to choose Alteq. 

Alteq is a renowned Dutch brand. Our products are made in the Netherlands with respect for people, 

animals and the environment. This helps us to ensure the very best quality. 

By creating a simple collection in a single color, we are able to offer high-quality Dutch products at an 

affordable price. 

Our high-quality products also come with a suitable guarantee. As a result, our products can be repaired if 

necessary. This means we can prevent products from being disposed unnecessarily. 

You can f ind Alteq products via your local wholesaler. This helps to ensure a personal and professional 

service, as well as fast delivery times.

You can f ind your local dealer at www.alteq.nl. 
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Comfortable styling
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Scylla I   | Alteq styling chairs are highly ergonomic and very comfortable. 

 This chair has a f ixed backrest, a cross-foot base and a lockable hydraulic pump.

 Upholstery: black synthetic leather. This styling chair is also available in a wash unit version: Scylla Wash.

Comfortable styling
Styling chairs 
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Scylla II   | Alteq styling chairs are highly ergonomic and very comfortable. 

 This chair has an adjustable backrest, a cross-foot based, a lockable hydraulic pump and castors with a central brake. 

 Upholstery: black synthetic leather. 

 This styling chair is also available in a wash unit version: Scylla Wash.

Comfortable styling
Styling chairs  
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Phlox I   | Alteq styling chairs are highly ergonomic and very comfortable. 

 This chair has a f ixed backrest, a cross-foot base and a lockable hydraulic pump.

 Upholstery: black synthetic leather. 

 This styling chair is also available in a wash unit version: Phlox Wash.

Comfortable styling
Styling chairs  
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Phlox II   | Alteq styling chairs are highly ergonomic and very comfortable. 

 This chair has an adjustable backrest, a cross-foot base, a lockable hydraulic pump and castors with a central brake.

 Upholstery: black synthetic leather.

 This styling chair is also available in a wash unit version: Phlox Wash.

Comfortable styling
Styling chairs  
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Boston I   | Alteq styling chairs are highly ergonomic and very comfortable. 

 This chair has a f ixed backrest, a cross-foot base and a lockable hydraulic pump.

 Upholstery: black synthetic leather. 

Comfortable styling
Styling chairs  
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Boston II   | Alteq styling chairs are highly ergonomic and very comfortable. 

 This chair has an adjustable backrest, a cross-foot bases, a lockable hydraulic pump and castors with a central brake.

 Upholstery: black synthetic leather.

Comfortable styling
Styling chairs  
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Ixia I   | Alteq styling chairs are highly ergonomic and very comfortable. 

 This chair has a f ixed backrest, a cross-foot base and a lockable hydraulic pump.

 Upholstery: black synthetic leather.

 This styling chair is also available in a wash unit version: Ixia Wash.

Comfortable styling
Styling chairs  
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Ixia II   | Alteq styling chairs are highly ergonomic and very comfortable. 

 This chair has an adjustable backrest, a cross-foot base, a lockable hydraulic pump and castors with a central brake.

 Upholstery: black synthetic leather.

 This styling chair is also available in a wash unit version: Ixia Wash. 

Comfortable styling
Styling chairs  
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Statice I   | Alteq styling chairs are highly ergonomic and very comfortable. 

 This chair has a f ixed backrest, a cross-foot base and a lockable hydraulic pump.

 Upholstery: black synthetic leather.

 This styling chair is also available in a wash unit version: Statice Wash. 

Comfortable styling
Styling chairs  
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Statice II   | Alteq styling chairs are highly ergonomic and very comfortable. 

 This chair has an adjustable backrest, a cross-foot base, a lockable hydraulic pump and castors with a central brake.

 Upholstery: black synthetic leather. 

 This styling chair is also available in a wash unit version: Statice Wash. 

Comfortable styling
Styling chairs  
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7181 R1   | Children’s seat with protective flap. 

 Dimensions: 71 x 20 x 5 cm. 

 Upholstery: black synthetic leather.

7182 R1   | Cushion with protective flap. 

 Dimensions: 37 x 30 x 15 cm. 

 Upholstery: black synthetic leather.  

Comfortable styling
Children’s seats 
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Comfortable styling
Portable dressing table  

Academy  | Double freestanding dressing table. This dressing table is portable thanks to four lockable castors. 

 The frame and tabletop are made of high-quality stainless steel and are thus very easy to clean.

 The tabletop measures 60x30 cm, has an opening for a hairdryer and is foldable.

 When folded, several units can be placed in a row in order to minimize space. 

 The table also allows you to create flexible styling points.

 Dimensions mirror: 53 x 91.5 cm.
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Comfortable styling
Dressing tables  

Apera  | Worktop: Dimensions 500x200x40 mm light oak laminate

 Frontpanel: Dim. 1445x690x19 mm broken white

 Frame: Dim. 1225x490x100 mm broken white

 Mirror: Dim. 1200x500x6 mm

 Including footrest.

Betula  | Frontpanel: Dimensions 1860 x 840 mm anthracite articif ical leather.

 Worktop: Dim. 540 x 250 mm in light oak laminate 

 Mirror: Dim. 1660 x 640 mm with cutour for worktop.
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VS-EV   | Freestanding footrest. 

 Metal tube 19 mm ø, chrome 

 with black ribbed surface.

. 

VS-DV   | Freestanding footrest 

 for double-sided use. 

 Metal tube 19 mm ø chrome

 with black ribbed surface.

VS-VM/W   | Wall-mounted footrest. 

 Floor-mounted VS-VM also available. 

 Stainless steel tube 35 mm ø.

Comfortable styling
Footrests 
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VS-VR   | Freestanding footrest with base plate, 

 completely made from stainless steel. 

 Tube measures 25 mm ø.

VS-DM   | Freestanding footrest with base plate, 

 completely made from stainless steel. 

Comfortable styling
Footrests 
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Comfortable washing
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Comfortable washing
Wash units   

Scylla Wash I   | Chairtop Scylla with adjustable backrest, on a black metal 

 stand with sliding mechanism and white wash basin. 

 Available with pre-installation kit.

 The wash basin has an integrated hand shower, 

 single-lever mixing tap and neck rubber. 

 Upholstery: black synthetic leather. 

Scylla Wash II  |   Chairtop Scylla with adjustable backrest, on a black metal 

 stand with sliding mechanism and black wash basin. 

 Available with pre-installation kit.

 The wash basin has an integrated hand shower, 

 single-lever mixing tap and neck rubber. 

 Upholstery: black synthetic leather. 
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Comfortable washing
Wash units     

Phlox Wash I   | Chairtop Phlox, on black metal stand with sliding mechanism 

 and white wash basin. Available with pre-installation kit.

 The wash basin has an integrated hand shower, 

 single-lever mixing tap and neck rubber. 

 Upholstery: black synthetic leather. 

Phlox Wash II   | Chairtop Phlox, on black metal stand with sliding mechanism  

 and black wash basin. Available with pre-installation kit.

 The wash basin has an integrated hand shower, 

 single-lever mixing tap and neck rubber. 

 Upholstery: black synthetic leather.  
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Comfortable washing
Wash units   

Ixia Wash   | Chairtop Ixia with adjustable backrest, on metal stand 

 featuring stainless steel. Available with pre-installation kit.

 White wash basin on tilting mechanism, with single-lever mixing tap,   

 integrated hand shower, removable siphon and neck rubber.

 Upholstery: black synthetic leather.

Statice Wash   | Chairtop Statice with adjustable backrest on metal stand   

 featuring stainless steel. Available with pre-installation kit.

 White wash basin on tilting mechanism, with single-lever   

 mixing tap, integrated hand shower, removable siphon   

 and neck rubber. Upholstery: black synthetic leather. 
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Comfortable washing
Aqua columns

The Alteq aqua column allows you to give your clients a proper wash, even in smaller salons. It offers the perfect solution in care homes or hospitals where people 

are conf ined to a bed or wheelchair. 

Aqua Column I en II   |   Black RAL 9005 frame with 

stainless steel back panel. Sliding wash basin in 

white (Aqua Column I) or black (Aqua Column II) 

with integrated single-lever mixing tap and hand 

shower.

Tulipa Wash   |   Washcolumn in powdercoated metal 

(silver) with stainless steel sidepanels. Rotable 190 

degrees. Washbasin on tilting mechanism. Height: 94 

cm/105 cm. White washbasin with onelever mixing 

tap and  cutout for handshower hose.

Fontana   |   wall-mounted washcolumn. Fontana is made 

of (partly black powder-coated) stainless steel and has 

a synthetic black wash basin featuring a mixer tap and 

a hand shower with a hose of 250 cm. The washing unit 

also features a drainage hose and siphon. The front of the 

washing unit has a connection port, which means it can be 

perfectly combined with mobile wash basins like the Alteq 

5506KG01, 5512 TG01 and 5569. 
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5509KG01   |   Black plastic 

wash basin on stainless steel 

stand with 2 wheels. Adjustable 

in height between 87-112 cm 

via a pedal. The basin is 39 cm 

wide and 51 cm deep.

5506KG01   |   Black plastic 

wash basin on stainless steel 

stand with 2 wheels. Adjustable 

in height between 75-100 cm 

via a rotary knob. The basin is 

39 cm wide and 51 cm deep.

5512TG01   |   Black plastic 

wash basin on stainless steel 

stand. Adjustable in height 

between 86-111 cm via a pedal. 

The basin is 48 cm wide and 

50 cm deep.

5669-02   |   ABS Hospital 

wash basin, in white plastic.

Comfortable washing
Mobile wash basins

Choose the wash basin that perfectly meets your needs. Height can be adjusted via a pedal or rotary knob. Deep, shallow or flat basin. 

Best to use in combination with aqua column 5690Z-01 (page 23). All mobile wash basins are equipped with a 200 cm drain hose.
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Everything at hand
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Favorite   |   Chrome metal f rame ø 25 mm 

with black plastic side panels. This trolly has 

5 black plastic trays, of which 4 are sectioned. 

These trays can easily be inserted into the 

designated rails. The Favorite has silent rubber 

castors, a hairdryer holder and a liquid bowl. 

Cadillac I without lockable door and Cadillac II with lockable 

door   |   Black metal f rame with plastic side panels and a 

stainless steel lockable door. This trolly has 5 black plastic trays, 

of which 4 are sectioned. These trays can easily be inserted into 

the designated rails. De Cadillac has silent rubber castors, a 

telescopic hairdryer holder and a mirror holder. Suitable hand 

mirror available under article number 6013-01.

Colour Trolley   |   This trolley is made of 

stainless steel. The worktop has “smart’ 

corners, which allow easy cleaning, and 

plastic trays (article number 32006 and 32010) 

can easily be attached to it. The stand has 

silent rubber castors.

Everything at hand
Trolleys
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Hairbutler   |   Multi-functional work trolley 

made from powder-coated steel (black). 

Features several storage levels (diameter 40 

cm), which means your tools and products will 

always be close to hand.  The work trolley also 

has openings for 5 accompanying dye pots. The 

trolley can be easily adjusted in height (min 

95 cm / max 115 cm), which makes it extremely 

ergonomic.

Hairbutler accessory set   I   The accessory set contains a lid for 

the top of the trolley, so an extra worktop can be created.  The 

side of the lid features an opening for hand mirror 6019-01 (hand 

mirror available separately). The accessory set also contains 

a small storage tub, a large storage tub and a storage tub 

featuring a hair dryer holder and a glove box holder.

Everything at hand
Trolleys
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7209AL-046   |   Stool with ergonomic 

small saddle seat. Height range 

60 cm - 90 cm, adjustable via gas lift, 

aluminum x-base with silent castors. 

Upholstery: black synthetic leather. 

7216-046   |   Stool with big ergonomic 

saddle seat. Height range 58 cm - 83 

cm, adjustable via gas lift, aluminum 

x-base with silent castors.

Upholstery: black synthetic leather. 

7213-046   |   Stool with round seat. 

Height range 59 cm - 85 cm, adjustable 

via gas lift, aluminum x-base with silent 

castors. 

Upholstery: black synthetic leather.

7214- 046   |   Stool with round seat and 

backrest, which makes the stool perfect 

for reception desks. Height range 

59 cm - 85 cm, adjustable via gas lift, 

aluminum x-base with silent castors. 

Upholstery: black synthetic leather.

Everything at hand
Stools
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Reception Stool I   |   Height range 46 cm - 60 cm, 

adjustable via gas lift, aluminum x-base with silent 

rubber castors. 

Upholstery: black synthetic leather. 

Reception Stool II   |   With adjustable footrest for 

maximum comfort. Height range 60 cm - 93 cm, 

adjustable via gas lift, aluminum x-base with 

silent rubber castors. 

Upholstery: black synthetic leather. 

7212-046   |   Saddle bike. Height range 

60 cm - 85 cm, adjustable via gas lift, aluminum 

x-base with silent rubber castors. 

Upholstery: black synthetic leather. 

Everything at hand
Stools
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AC/FC   | Hairdryer holder in metal chrome. 

 Vertical mounting. 

AC/FD   | Extendable hairdryer holder 

 in metal chrome 6 mm ø.

AC/FK   | Incorporated hairdryer holder 

 in metal chrome. 

Everything at hand
Hairdryer holders 
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CM/F   | Hairdryer holder in metal chrome. 

 Horizontal mounting.

AC-ST   | Hairdryer holder, stainless steel.

Everything at hand
Hairdryer holders 
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6013-01   |   Black hand mirror ø 26 cm.  

 Suitable for Favorite 

 and Cadillac.

6015-1   |   Black hand mirror ø 28 cm.  

 With chrome brace (9471)  

 and screws for f itting.

6019-01   |   Black hand mirror ø 28 cm.  

 With chrome brace (9471)  

 and screws for f itting.

9471  |   Chrome mirror brace for hand  

 mirror 6015-01 and 6019-01.

Everything at hand
Hand mirrors
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At a safe distance
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At a safe distance

7301   | Academy wig stand. 

 Adjustable in height, made from stainless steel, 

 on cast iron foot plate (Does not include the depicted head)

FACE PROTECT 2001   | Transparent Plexiglas panels on powder-coated stand 

 (basalt grey). Glass plate is rotatable. Stand (stainless steel 

 and powder-coated metal) adjustable in height via rotary knob.  

 Stand base made of cast iron (33 x 38 cm) powder-coated in   

 basalt grey.
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At a safe distance

InBetween Black 2020-01   | Portable 

protection screen on three wheels. Metal f rame 

powder-coated in black with plexiglass panels. 

Dimension: 194 cm x 155 cm.

InBetween White 2020-02   | Portable 

protection screen on three wheels. Metal f rame 

powder-coated in white with plexiglass panels. 

Dimension: 194 cm x 155 cm.
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